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ABSTRACT

Information retrieval is a field that is emerging day by day as user needs are growing. Users nowadays are not satisfied with results that merely match the query textual words; they want the query to be understood well and then results to be retrieved. These changing requirements need the query to be processed and its hidden intent uncovered. The authors address this problem by creating a system that understands the hidden temporal intent of the query and classifies it into proposed classes. This chapter works on temporal expressions in the document and classifies the query with respect to the temporal expressions in the document. The work is not limited to just classifying the query but also explores how these classifications will help search engines to make modifications in their user interface, which helps users to reach their desired information faster. Temporal boundaries of queries can be found using this work, which will help to disambiguate certain queries.

INTRODUCTION

We are in the big pool of data and it is accumulating day by day. This data needs to be processed and requires to be understood through its attributes and features. These attributes are actually the signals that help us in process of judging whether data is relevant with respect to user needs and query (Sharma & Sharma, 2012). On the same path, most of the search engines look for features, signals and prioritize their results in the form of ranked list which goes through most relevant to least relevant. Many conventional search engines use only the Web structure information and pattern matching, rather than query intention; therefore, prioritizing or ranking results based on query intention is still an area of research which needs to be explored. In the aim of improving the ranking of search results, temporal information hidden in Web pages and documents can be exploited to give more meaningful ranking functions.
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This chapter will discuss an approach that will consider ‘Query Understanding’ which is a widely used approach in most of the popular search engines; this technology plays an important role in judging the document relevance. While using the search engines or any other information retrieval system the user demands to get more improved results. Such as, the user does not just want the results that match the document which contains query terms, but requests search engine to first understand the query, its intention and then provide results. In the same way, we can observe that the user does not care or bother to write or spell query terms correctly; s/he depends upon spell correction facility provided by search engines. Query understanding technology will help search engines to understand the intention of the query, so that by the help of this understanding the ranking function can be modified or improved, aiming to meet the user’s changing demands. This technology does not just limit itself to ranking function but also helps search engines in presenting the information and results in more lucid and interesting way. For instance, when a user fires the query “India Gate”, then the user’s intention may be either information about India Gate or its history or its location, so search engine can also show map snippet in the result list to help user to find the route to India Gate. This task of improving visualization of results relies on different parameters such as language, context, and location (Sharma & Sharma, 2017; Singh & Sharma, 2013).

There are many queries that will be temporally ambiguous, such as “Milan Fashion Week”, that will not be a single event in time since it reoccurs. Another such queries is “Battle of Panipat” which is not reoccurring at same time interval. It is hard to predict which battle or which fashion week information the user is seeking. Such queries require analysis of returned documents based on temporal dimension (Pustejovsky, Knippen, Littman, & Sauiri, 2005).

Conventional search engines cannot harness the temporal dimension in documents. If we are able to understand the query intent and integrate the knowledge gained through temporal analysis of documents we can return much better results, because now we can quantify the relevance on the basis of query intent and temporal aspect of the document. To collect the temporal information of the document and its content, we can use dates and time mentioned in the document, timestamp attached to blogs, Facebook posts, and microblog as tweets and emails (Salah Eldeen & Nelson, 2013). One can also perform carbon dating of the Web using the timestamp of server available in the metadata of Web page or document on the Web usually found in a form of creation date, the current timestamp of the server, or modification date. The major point of concern is about the response time of the system, as some methods taking time are actually futile in the field of information retrieval. For if ranking and results are not available in a timely manner then we will start losing users, which will impact on the economic feasibility of the system. Time itself poses a major issue in front of us concerning on how to manage and normalize the temporal information. Pin-pointing a timestamp to a timeline is tough if we get timestamps from different locations all having different time zones and therefore their meaning differs from one place to other (Alonso, Gertz, & Baeza-Yates, 2007; Alonso, Strötgen, Baeza-Yates, & Gertz, 2011).

Some of the issues that our research confronts are firstly seeking temporal information or features in the document, then understanding and processing it. The first issue our research faces regarding the identification of temporal information in a document is the form of “tomorrow”, “six months” or “today”. Alonso et al. (2007) categorized the temporal information present in the document content into three major classes as proposed by Schilder & Habel (2001). These categories will be discussed below.

- **Explicit Temporal Expression:** This is the category of temporal expressions that contains temporal information that is in the form of years, dates and timestamps. These expressions are easy to